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The past academic year has been one of
continued development for the Institute.
These were some exciting high points in
addition to the normal busy activity
pattern of the schools, and faculties. Of
particular academic significance was the
awarding by DIT of its first ever PhD on
Patrice Behan for a thesis based on her
research into the Chemical Analysis of
Veterinary Drug Residues in Salmon
Tissue. (The Institute has of course been
involved in PhD supervision for several
decades but heretofore with another
university.) The year also saw the official
signing of the contract for the second
phase of development at the Aungier
Street campus by Dr. Michael Woods T.D.,
Minister for Education. This exciting
development scheduled for completion in
2002 and costing circa €30million, will
enable the Faculty of Business to come
together on a single site with significantly
enhanced facilities for both students
and staff.

In keeping with the Institute's long held
ethos of participating with industry
and the community, two significant
agreements were concluded in the past
year: one with the Irish Auctioneers &
Valuers Institute and the other with the
Historic Heart of Dublin grouping. The
Institute also entered into an important
partnership agreement via its Faculty of
Applied Arts, with the National Film and
Television School of the UK.
During the year the Institute continued
and expanded its Community Links
programme with 20 schools participating
in the Dublin Inner-City Schools
Computerisation project (DISC) which was
generously sponsored by the National
Centre for Technology in Education of the
Department of Education & Science, the
Dublin Inner City Partnership and Siemens
Limited. In July the Institute officially
recognised the contributions of three
distinguished Irish people to Irish and
international life: UN Commissioner for
Human Rights, Mary Robinson, founding
member of Deloitte & Touche,
John Donnelly and long time past
chairman of the City of Dublin Vocational
Education Committee, Patrick Donegan,
were conferred with honorary doctorates
at a ceremony in Dublin Castle.

The beginning of the new academic year
also heralded a new Governing Body and
Chairman, Professor Patrick Fottrell, for
the Institute. On behalf of all the Institute,
I would like to express my thanks to the
outgoing Governing Body and, in
particular, to its Chairman,
Mr Eugene McCague for the important
work it undertook on DIT's behalf.
In summary the academic year
2000-2001 showed the Institute continuing
to develop and playing an important role
in Irish higher education, industry and
the community. My congratulations to all
the staff and students of the Institute for
making this possible.
Dr. Brendan Goldsmith

President
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Leanadh d'fhorbairt na hlnstitiuide Ie linn
na bliana acadula a chuaigh thart. Bhi na
scoileanna agus na damha chomh
gnothach is a bhi riamh, agus bhi ocaidi
ann a raibh spreagadh ar leith ag baint leo.
6 thaobh na hacadulachta, mar shampla,
bhi tabhacht mhor leis an Cheim PhD a
bhrannamar ar Patrice Behan as an trachtas a rinne si ar Anailis Cheimiceach ar
larmhar Drugai Treidliachta i bhFiochan
Bradain, no ba i an chead cheim
dhochtuireachta a bhrannamar riamh (Ce
go raibh an Institiuid pairteach i dtaighde
dochtuireachta a stiuradh ar feadh na
mblianta fada, i gcomhar leis na
hollscoileanna). Ba i mbhana a shinigh an
tAire Oideachais, an Dr Michael Woods T.D.
an conradh Ie haghaidh an dara ceim
d'fhorbairt Champas Shraid Ainseir.
Tionscnamh fiorspreagtiil e seo a gcaithfear timpeall €30 milliun air agus ata Ie
bheith reidh sa bhhain 2002. Cuirfidh se ar
chumas Dhamh an Ghno teacht Ie cheile
ar aon lathair amhain Ie breis aiseanna Ie
haghaidh na mac leinn agus na foime
araon.

Is enos na hlnstitiuide Ie fada riamh
saothru i gcomhar Ie lucht tionscail agus
pobail. Sa chomhtheacs sin, socraiodh dha
chomhphairtiocht thabhachtacha anuraidh, ceann acu Ie hlnstitiuid
Ceantalaithe a gus na Luachalaithe Eireann agus ceann eile leis an ngrupa ud,
Crailar Bhaile Atha Chath na Staire
(Historic Heart of Dublin). Cruthaiodh
comhphairtiocht thabhachtach eile idir
Dhamh na nEalaion Feidhmeach san
Institiuid agus Scoil Naisiunta Scannan
agus Teihfise na Riochta Aontaithe.
Lean an Institiuid de Clar na Nasc
Pobaille linn na bhana. Go deimhin,
thainig forbairt ar an gelar, no bhi 20 scoil
ar fad pairteach in DISC, Dublin Inner-City
Schools Computerisation Project. Chuir an
tIonad Naisiunta don Teicneolaiocht san
Oideachas, An Roinn Oideachais &
Eolaiochta, Comhphairtiocht Chathair
Bhaile Atha Chath Istigh agus Siemens
Teo. urraiocht fhial ar fail don chlar seo. I
mi luil, thug an Institiuid omos do thriur a
bhfuil comaoin curtha acu ar shaol na
hEireann agus an domhain tri cheile: Mary
Robinson, Coimisineir um Chearta Daonna
na Naisiun Aontaithe, John Donnelly, duine
de bhun aitheoiri Deloitte & Touche, agus
Patrick Donegan a chaith seal fada ina
Chathaoirleach ar Choiste
Gairmoideachais Chathair Bhaile Atha
Cliath. Brannadh dochtuireachtai
onoracha ar an triur Ie linn searmanais i
gCaislean Bhaile Atha Cliath.

Ag tus na bliana uire , ceapadh Bord
Stiurtha agus Cathaoirleach nua, an
tOllamh Patrick Fottrell, ar an Institiuid.
Ar son na hlnstitiuide, ba mhaith liom mo
bhuiochas a chur in iul don sean-Bhord
Stiurtha agus go hairithe don
Chathaoirleach, an tUasal Eugene
McCague, as an obair mhor a rinne siad ar
son na hlnstitiuide seo.
Lena ra i mbeagan focal , ar feadh na
bhana 2000-2001, leanadh d'fhorbairt na
hlnstitiuide agus rinneadh obair thabhachtach i dtaca Ie hardoideachas, leis an
tionselaiocht agus Ie cursai pobail.
Comhghairdeas leis an foireann agus Ie
mic leinn na hlnstitiuide a chuir an obair
sin i gcrich.
An Dr Breandan Goldsmith

Uachtaran
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This annual report for the period 1st
September 2000 to 31st August 2001 provides a general overview of the operations
for the year and highlights certain key
aspects of the Institute's achievements.
The 2000/01 academic year was the
Institute's eigh th full year of operation as
an autonomous statutory body.

Review of the 2000/01
Academic Year
The Institute continued to enjoy a high
level of support among applicants to the
Central Applications Office (CAO). A total
of 33,677 individuals, more than half of all
CAO applicants, included at least one DIT
course among their preferences. This h igh
level of demand was reflected in a continuing high level of enrolment in courses.

An even greater increase was achieved in
the number of postgraduate awards which
were up by 54% compared with two years
earlier. The Institute expects this figure to
grow further as it has set itself a target of
1500 postgraduate students.
A feature of the year under review was
the signing of the first international partnership agreement with the National Film
and Television School based near London.
It is the premier training centre in the UK
for film and television personnel. Under a
partnership agreement with the DIT
School of Media, students at NFTS will be
eligible for the award of an MA from the
Institute if they successfully complete an
agreed programme.
Th e Academic Council approved thirteen programmes in 2000/01; of these five
were postgraduate awards, six were

Student Enrolmen.~_i!U;>_!T______.Fun-ti!22.e______tq!!JLf!1£ _______ ,f'..pprentices
1997/1998
10,012
8,308
3,017
1998/1999
9,863
8,066
2''-8'-.
=. 7o'---_____
2,906
-=.
19
~9~9~
/2~0~
0_=.
0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~9~,8
~
18 ______7~,~
36~7__
3,238
9,875
7,046
2000/2001

The table above shows the student enrolment figures for the past four years. Over
that period, there has been very little
change in the total enrolment of students.
There was a small increase in the number
of full -time students in the year under
review. Part-time enrolments decreased by
321 students while apprentices increased
by 332, giving an overall increase of just 68
students. The static student population is
due mainly to the severe shortage of
physical space for expansion.
DIT had acquired its own degreeawarding powers from September 1998
but had opted to continue its partnership
arrangement with the University of
Dublin in respect of students who had
enrolled before September 1998.
Accordingly, most of the 1329 Bachelor
degrees awarded in respect of 2000/01
were degrees of the University.
The number of students graduating
with diplomas or certificates was 1837, up
by 15% on the number two years earlier.

undergraduate degree programmes and
two were CertificatelDiploma programmes.
Details of the programmes are provided in
the section dealing with the work of the
Academic Council. In addition, to the thirteen programmes reviewed, the first ever
school-based review took place in May
2001. The school involved was the School
of Retail and Services Management and as
a result of the review, six programmes of
the School had their validation extended
for a further five years.

The Community Links Programme
continued to expand its assistance to
disadvantaged communities. A new
direct application programme was
initiated in conjunction with most
universities in the state.
A cohort of eight staff became the first
group to complete the Postgraduate
Certificate in Third-level Learning and
Teaching, organised by the Learning and
Teaching Centre. All of that group have
opted to continue their studies at
Postgraduate Diploma level and may
proceed to complete the Masters degree in
Learning and Teaching.
The Arnold Graves Postdoctoral
Programme was launched in the year
2000. Nine scholars were appointed during
the academic year 2000/1.

Financial Report
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A summary of the Institute's financial
performance for the academic year
2000/2001 is tabulated below. The
1999/2000 comparatives represent the
audited figures and these have been
restated to their Euro value. The summary
shows that the Institute's income is
derived from the Department of Education
and Science €87.141m (68%), with
€15,137m (12%) from tuition fees and the
remaining €25,819m (21%) from other
sources. These sources of funds are
consistent in percentage terms to the
figures for the previous year.

The major cost items for the year were
academic costs at €70.743m (56%), premises
costs at €19.0m (15%) up 2% on prior year
and Central Administration and Services
costs at €9.9m (8%). The premises costs
increase includes the effects of increased
insurance, rental and utility costs
compared to the previous year.
The surplus for the year of €1 .5m
arises from the Department of Education
and Science's annual funding process,
which is calendar year based. The annual
grant allocations (calendar year 2000 and
2001) are allocated by the Department of
Education and Science to the financial
year 2000/2001 on the basis of expected
levels of expenditure.

This allocation process can lead to a
reported surplus or deficit in the
accounting year (1st September to 31st
August) which is attributable to timing
differences between actual and expected
expenditure. When actual expenditure is
below the grant allocation this gives rise
to a surplus at the financial year end.
This surplus will be eliminated in the
following financial year, in the period
1st September to 31st December, as the
Institute's expenditure matches its grant
allocation for the financial year.

Dublin Institute of Technology Year end 31st August 2001

Summary of Accounts

Current Income
Department of Education & Science
Release from Capital Account
Thition Fees
Research, Consultancy & Development
Interest Income
Other Income
Total
Current Expenditure
Academic Departments
Academic Support Services
Premises
Central Administration & Services
General Educational Services
Student Facillities & Amenities
Research, Consultancy & Development
Depreciation
Total

Surplus/(Deficit) for Year
Surplus at start of year
Surplus at end of Year

2000/2001

1999/2000

1999/2000

€OOO's

€OOO's

IEP

87,141
7,112
15,137
8,453
455
9,799

80,800
6,722
14,109
9.155
282
8,525

63,635
5,294
11,112
7,210
222
6,714

128,097

119,593

94,187

70,743
6,440
18,997
9,896
1,503
3,469
8,453
7,112

62 ,634
4,675
15,031
9,489
1,580
3,247
9,155
6,722

49,328
3,682
11,838
7,473
1,244
2,557
7,210
5,294

126,613

112,532

88,626

1,484

7,061
(237)

5,561

6,824
8,308

6,824

(187)
5,374

Work of
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Academic Council is responsible under the
Dublin Institute of Technology Act 1992
and 1994 for developing, maintaining and
enhancing academic standards and
quality in all courses and programmes of
the Institute. Each Faculty carries these
responsibilities in all courses and research
programmes offered within that Faculty.
In order to help deliver the highest
possible quality of educational provision
within all Faculties of the Institute,
Academic Council has adopted the
guidelines and procedures set out in the
Quality Assurance Handbook for the
validation, approval, monitoring, review
and general academic quality assurance
in respect of all courses offered. The
procedures apply to all courses, both
those leading to DIT awards and those
leading to external awards.

Programme Validations
In 2000/2001, a total of 13 individual programme validations were approved and a
School-based review validated a further six programmes
Date

Course Title

Awarding Body

Approval
11/10/00
Approval
08/11/00
Approval
08/11/00
Approval
08/11/01
Approval
08/11/00
Approval
14/02/01
Approval
14/02/01
Approval
14/03/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01

BMus

DIT

BE Electrical/Electronic Engineering

DIT

Postgraduate Diploma in Legal Studies

DIT

BA Media Arts

DIT

Postgraduate Diploma in Architectural Inventory and Recording
(in conjunction with Historic Heart of Dublin)
DIT
DIT
Certificate in Design Studies
MSc/Postgraduate Diploma in Computing Science
(Information Technology for Strategic Management)
Certificate in Manutronics Automation

DIT

BSc Biomedical Science

DIT

BSc Transport & Logistics

DIT

BSc Clinical Measurement

DIT

MSc Food Safety Management

DIT

MA Film & Television
(In conjunction with NITS, UK)

DIT

DIT

In addition to the individual programmes which were reviewed, a School-based review
took place in May 2001. As a result, all the programmes of the School of Retail and
Services Management were approved by Academic Council on 27th June 2001 , as follows:
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01
Approval
27/06/01

BSc Retail and Services Management

DIT

Diploma in Business Management
(General Stream & Security Stream)
Certificate in Security Management

DIT

Certificate in Management

DIT

Certificate in Retail Marketing

DIT

Certificate in Retail Enterprise Management

DIT

DIT

Applications for Full-Time Courses
through the Central Applications Office (CAO)
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The total number of applicants to CAO
in 2000 was 63,451 and the Institute
continued to maintain its popularity with
33,677 individuals (53%) including at least
one DIT course among their preferences.
The number of institutions participating in the CAO system was 44 (41 in 1999)
and the total number of courses on offer
increased from 717 in 1999 to 761 in 2000.
DIT had 35 degree courses and 41
certificate/diploma courses on offer
through CAo.
There were 53,757 applicants for degree
courses and 46.8% of these (47.2% in 1999)
included at least one DIT degree course
among their preferences with 14.7% (14.3%
in 1999) opting for DIT as a first preference.

On the diploma/certificate side, the
Institute continued to attract a high
number of applicants and first
preferences. There were 55 ,602 individual
applicants for diploma/certificate courses
and 47.9% of these (51 .5% in 1999)
included at least one DIT course among
their preferences with 23.1% (24.7% in
1999) including a DIT course as a first
preference.

Community Links
Programme
O\Jblin Institutt' of Techno[ogy
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DIT Links with the
Local Community

Educational Awareness
Programme

Dublin Inner-city Schools
Computerisation Project (DISC)

A Community Education Links
Co-ordinator was appointed on a full-time
basis in September 1997. The role of the
Links Co-ordinator is to identify, develop,
and co-ordinate the various initiatives of
DIT in regard to disadvantaged
communities and aid in the formulation of
future policy in this regard. Because DIT is
located within the Dublin inner city, which
has the least representation in third level
nationally, the initial main focus of the
strategies were in this particular area.
In this context the Community Links
Programme was developed. The
Community Links Programme is composed
of the following initiatives.

This programme involves visits by young
first and second year pupils from inner
city schools to DIT Faculties. The aim is to
instil an awareness of the relevance
and benefits of education. It involves
demonstrating interesting aspects of
courses and research that the pupils can
relate to (Hologram, Satellite Tracking
System, computer aided design etc).
Visits are also undertaken by the senior
cycle students and include exposure to
information technology/internet etc.,
attendance on induction day and
liasing with DIT staff regarding courses
and careers.

Supervised Study Programmes

DIT awards approximately 12 studentships
of £1,500 per annum to financially disadvantaged pupils of inner city schools who
obtained a place in DIT. The students are
also supported in regard to study/personal/
academic problems that may arise.

Fujitsu Siemens donated a selection of
new computers for the 20 schools in the
DISC project. Technical Support was
provided for this equipment for as long as
Fujitsu Siemens were involved in the
project. The majority of schools have now
reached a high standard of computer
hardware with many schools now opting
to network their existing equipment.
Second hand D.I.T. computers are still
being recycled into schools in the project.
All computers are checked and upgraded
as necessary in Sean McDermott St.
Teacher training is continuing within the
project with courses such as Internet,
Basic Troubleshooting and Website Design
on offer over the year. Workshops on
educational software have also been
offered to teachers over the last year.
A smaller project with regard to
identifying suitable software for use with
refugees/asylum seekers was carried out
with two schools in the project. The
process of evaluating educational software
began and eventually all evaluations will
be placed on the DISC website. The
process of replicating the Primary School
Initiative (p.s.I.) at post-primary level
began. The p.s.I. aims to explore a new
strategy for inner city primary education,
capable of addressing the problems of
inner city primary school children in
co-operation with their schools.
The links with various community
groups has increased and a number of
groups have received recycled computers
through the project such as Northwall
Women's Centre. The project also received
a Highly Commended Entry Award at the
Guinness Living Dublin Awards in the
Community Development Category.

Studentships
These programmes involve both primary
and secondary disadvantaged schools in
the inner city. Currently there are four DIT
sites (Kevin Street, Bolton Street, Aungier
Street and Cathal Brugha Street) involved.
In regard to the primary schools the
students/staff participate in the
programmes on site within the school
itself. The secondary school programmes
involve a mentoring approach and take
place within DIT. These programmes assist
in the removal of educational barriers,
development of a familiarity with third
level education and the supply of role
models, information and guidance to the
participating schools.

Direct Application Programme
DIT has commenced a direct application
programme for students experiencing
socio-economic disadvantage. This programme is co-ordinated by the Institute's
Access Officer. A pilot programme involving
six students was initiated in 1999/2000. For
2000/2001, the programme has been
expanded and 20 students were admitted
on this basis. Post-entry support measures
have been enhanced. An orientation
programme was run for the enrolling
students. An innovative Peer Mentoring
programme was also established. This
involves the training of existing DIT
students as 'Buddies' or Peer Helpers for
direct application students, thus
enhancing social and personal support.
Continuing financial support and academic
support are further features of the
scheme. Further expansion of the direct
application programme is envisaged for
2001/02, with an expected intake of
30 students.

Community Links
Programme
Dublin Institute of Technolog'j
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Pathways Through Education
The Pathways Through Education Project
is no longer a European Funded Project.
However the project proved so successful
in the schools that it was decided to
continue. The project is now funded by the
DIT, the two schools involved in the
Programme, Hewlett Packard and Marks
and Spencer.
The Classroom Intervention has
advanced a step further this year in that the
first year tutors are present for the delivery
of the interventions. The tutors are working
alongside the Psychologists to enhance their
skills in their working relationship with
students in a pastoral care role.
During the first Phase of Pathways 2,
work with pupils was conducted along
three broad lines:
• classroom interventions were delivered
on a weekly basis to first year students,
designed by two psychologists and
co-implemented with the class tutor.
• Peer mentoring training was offered in
one of the two schools.
• An end of year magazine, composed
of contributions by the pupils
participating the in project was
produced.

Work with staff was also carried out
during this phase of the programme:
• Training of staff members as
"Pathways Facilitators" in classroom
intervention sessions and staff training
for these interventions in the form of
planning and reflective meetings.
• Attendance at staff meetings by
Pathways staff and the provision of a
consultative service for staff.
• Provision of the opportunity for all
staff to attend a ten week training
course on general area of self-esteem
enhancement
Work with parents: The Pathways team is
currently working on methods of involving
parents through the home school liaison
teachers from the two schools. Parent
Workshops are being promoted also.
In the future this will be further
developed to include a focus on the
associated areas of team teaching,
teacher training and working with schools
on systems as items of school policy.

Student Performance
and Achievement
Dublin Institute of Technology
Annual Report 2000-2001
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Over 1,329 DIT students graduated with
Degrees, having completed their courses in
the 2000/1 academic year. The proportion
of graduates with first class honours varies
between faculties, as is normally the case
(see pie charts below).

A total of 815 students graduated with

Certificates and 1,022 with Diplomas from
the Institute in 2000/1. Similarly, the
distribution of grades also varies across
faculties for Certificate and Diploma
courses (see pie charts below).

~

Over 453 students graduated with
postgraduate awards in 2000/1.

~,

Table 1 Summary of Degree Awards in each Faculty in 2000/2001

•

Hons 1
Hons 2.1

•
•

Hons 2.2
Pass

Hons 1
Hons 2.1

•
•

Hons 2.2
Pass

~

Faculty of the Built Environment

Faculty of Business

Faculty of Engineering

Faculty of Science

Faculty of Applied Arts

Faculty of Tourism & Food

Faculty of the Built Environment

Faculty of Business

Faculty of Engineering

Faculty of Science

Faculty of Applied Arts

Faculty of Tourism & Food

Table 2 Summary of eel tificate and Diploma Awards

•

,

.

In

each

Faculty in 2000/01

Postgraduate Studies
and Research
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The Institute provides opportunities for
graduates to continue their studies at
Postgraduate level through either taught
programmes or by research.
Enrolments in Postgraduates Studies
continued to grow in year 2000/1 as shown.

Enrolments in Postgratuate Studies

Taught Postgraduate courses

SRD (Strategic Research &
Development) Programme

Research Training Programmes

Sixteen new research students
commenced research under this
programme in 2000/1. This programme is
funded by the European Social Fund
through the Department of Education &
Science and the Department of Enterprise,
Trade & Employment and provides
postgraduate students with training in
research and development in strategic
technological areas.

Induction Session
An induction session for new research
students took place in the Mount Herbert
Hotel on February 1st, 2001. Students were
introduced to DIT regulations for
postgraduate study by research bi-annual progress reports , seminars,
annual evaluations, transfer exams, thesis
submission - and financial procedures.
A student handbook and a copy of the
regulations were distributed to all
students in attendance.

Distribution of Postgraduate Students
registered for taught programmes in
2000/1, by faculty, was as follows:
Faculty of Applied Arts
Faculty of Built Environment
Faculty of Business
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Science
Faculty of Tourism & Food
Teaching & Learning

215
51
130
68
67
61
29

Taught
Research
Totals

1997/98
386
199
585

1998/99
452
217
669

DIT Scholarship Programme
Research Students
There were 232 postgraduate research
studen ts registered in the Institute at
the end of the academic year 2000/1
distributed among the Faculties as follows
Faculty of Applied Arts
Faculty of Built Environment
Faculty of Business
Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Science
Faculty of Tourism & Food

Sixteen new students commenced
research under this programme in 2000/1.
The programme aims to foster and further
develop research across the Institute while
increasing the number of postgraduate
students in the Institute.

48
13

Other Programmes

24
37
81
29

Four new students registered on the
Research Fellowship Programme and seven
new students registered on the Part-time
Research Programme in the academic
year 2000/1.

Professional Doctorates
A sub-group of the Postgraduate Studies &
Research Committee was established to
discuss the feasibility of introducing
professional doctorates in the Institute.
Bob Kavanagh, Head of Graduate Studies
and Research who chaired the Sub-Group
met with Professor Steve Hodell
(University of the West of England),
chairperson of the UK Sub-Committee on
Professional Doctorates, to discuss the UK
experience on Professional Doctorates. A
National Seminar on Professional
Doctorates was arranged for November
5th 2001.

Transfers from MPhil to
PhD Register
Eleven students were approved for
transfer from the MPhil to PhD register in
the academic year 2000/1.

Theses Passed
Seventeen Masters by Research (MPhil)
theses and six PhD theses were passed in
the academic year 2000/1. A further
thirteen theses had been submitted and
were under consideration at the end of
the academic year.

1999/00
494
212

706

2000/01
621
232
853

Student Training
The Transferable Skills Training
Programme was offered to all new full time and part-time students. A "Core
Week", which was compulsory for
full -time students, took place between
February 9th and 14th 2001. During that
week, students attended the following
key modules:
• Research: ethoslbest practice
• Thesis writing
• Learning skills
• Time management
• The Internet
• Library resources
• Research Project management
• Safety in the Lab
• Presentation skills
• Literature review

Postgraduate Studies
and Research
Dublin lnstitute of Technology
Annual Report 2000-·2001
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A short course in statistical analysis skills
was organised in May and June 2001 and
training in Microsoft Excel and Access
took place in July 2001. Feedback
questionnaires were distributed to all
participants on the training programme.
Supervisor Training
The first Research Supervisor Training
Programme was run by the Graduate
Studies and Research Office in the Mount
Herbert Hotel on January 15th/16th. The
programme was also run a second time
on May 15th/16th 2001. The course was
developed to address the increasing need
for guidance and demonstration of best
practice in research supervision. The
course content covered both generic and
DIT specific research models relating to
recruitment, monitoring, training and
development and examination in research.
The feedback from the programme has
been extremely positive.

Annual Evaluations
All full-time MPhil students who started
between March 1999 and March 2000, and
all PhD students who transferred between
March 1999 and July 2000, were requested
to submit a substantial evaluation report
underlining the progress of their research
work. Students were required to deliver a
formal presentation before a panel
composed of: all research supervisors on
the project (including advisory); Head of
School (or nominee); Faculty Director (or
nominee); and Head of Graduate Studies
and Research (or nominee) .
Co-ordinated by the Senior Lecturers in
Research (SUIIs) and school co-ordinators,
the Annual Evaluations took place
between November 2000 and January 2001.
All evaluations were satisfactory.

Research Student and
SupenrisorVVorkshops
Workshops on postgraduate research
issues were organised on June 5th (for
students) and June 6th (for supervisors) in
the Mount Herbert Hotel, Landsdowne
Road. Bob Kavanagh and Matt Hussey
presented the new developments with
regard to postgraduate research. Issues
raised during the group discussions
included: annual evaluations;
publications; resources granted to
postgraduate research; and recruitment
of postgraduate students.

Technological Sector
Research (2000-2006)
The Technological Sector Research
Programme, funded under the National
Development Plan (2000-2006), was
introduced to support and strengthen the
research capability of the sector by
enabling institutes of technology to focus
on research projects based on the core
strength of the institutions individually or
of the sector as a whole. This programme
comprises three strands:
• Postgraduate R&D Skills Programme
• Enterprise Platform Programme
• Core Research Strengths Programme

Postdoctoral Research Scholars
The Arnold F. Graves Postdoctoral
Programme was launched in the year
2000. The following Arnold F. Graves
scholars were appointed during the
academic year 2000/2001:
Name
Alan Dalton
Wendy Davies
Patricia Donlon
Asma Farooqui
Etienne Gicquel
Fiona Lyng
Jamali Mashiatollah
Alberto Morales
Alba Mulford

Funding Source
HEA
HEA
DIT
HEA
Enterprise Ireland
HEA
HEA
HEA
HEA

School
Physics (FOCUS)
Physics (FOCUS
Media
Physics (FOCUS)
Chemistry
Radiation Science
Radiation Science
Physics (FOCUS)
Radiation Science

External
Developmen t Links
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DIT Research & Industry
Development Activities
Despite the global economic downturn
and the impact on the domestic economy
of the Foot and Mouth disease in early
2001, the DIT Centres succeeded in
generating income in excess of £2.3m
(€2.9m) derived from a combination of
Irish grants (including Enterprise Ireland
and Government Departments), EU funded
grants and third party income. These
results were achieved during an interim
period for both EU and national funding
programmes with a consequent reduced
availability of appropriate funding
schemes. These results are therefore all
the more satisfactory.
The National Institute for Transport &
Logistics was awarded £S.7m (€7.24m)
under the National Development Plan
covering the period 2001-2006.
Science Foundation Ireland awarded
DIT £4.Sm (€S.7m) for the period
2001-2006 to set up the Communications
Network Research Institute (CNRI). This
project, lead by Professor John Lewis,
commenced on 01.07.2001 and will look
at measurement-based resource
management in communication networks,
operating systems and parallel processors.
A full list of all major research and
training projects funded during the
2000-2001 academic year may be found
under the European and International
Affairs section of this Report.

There were 13 Centres in all across the
Institute, providing a range of important
services to industry from basic and
applied research through to training and
consultancy. Items of highlight during the
year under review include the following:
The Radiation and Environmental
Science Centre hosted the World
Council of Nuclear Workers 2nd
International Conference on "The
effects of low and very low doses of
ionizing radiation on human health" at
DIT, Kevin Street from 27-29.06.2001.
Topics included Environmental
Radiation Exposure, Occupational
Exposure, Chernobyl and A Bomb
Studies, Low Dose Models, Theoretical
Models, Animal Models, Genomic
Instability and Bystander Effects and
Biomarkers for Risk Assessment.

Centre for Social & Education Research
Digital Media Centre
Distance Learning Unit
National Institute for Transport & Logistics
Project Development Centre
Applied Optoelectronics Centre
National Maintenance Centre
National Satellite Services Centre
Timber Development Centre
Centre for Industrial & Engineering Optics
Radiation & Environmental Science Centre
Food Product Development Centre
Tourism Research Centre

•

The Distance Learning Unit merged
with the activities of the Applied
Technology Services project (funding
for the latter was originally obtained
by the Department of Applied
Technology in the Faculty of
Engineering in 1998).
The Project Development Centre
launched a new programme,
'PROSPECT', in January 2001. PROSPECT
is designed to help entrepreneurial
academics to commercialise their
research. The first programme started
with a group of 21 researchers
representing 18 different projects.

The Centres operating during the 20002001 academic year are detailed hereunder
together with the Faculties they have most
closely worked with:

Applied Arts

I

Science
Tourism & Food

External
Development Links
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DIT Alumni Association
The DIT Alumni Association was
established in July of 1997. Its first
alumnus, the Taoiseach, Mr Bertie Ahem,
TD, officially launched the Association in
December 1997. Since then, the
Association has gone from strength to
strength with the Alumni Office now in
touch with over 42,000 alumni living and
working around the globe. Chapters have
been established in New York, Chicago,
Boston, Los Angeles and San Francisco,
Paris and Rome.
The aim of the Association is to enable
alumni to keep in touch with the Institute
and with each other. The Association
offers a range of professional and social
networking opportunities, benefits and
services to keep alumni actively informed
and involved. These include: assistance in
organising reunions, access to DIT
facilities, an alumni magazine, an
affinity credit card, and a number of
group discount schemes.
Events held during the year included
the fourth All-Ireland Alumni Links
Dinner and the annual Homecoming
Christmas Reception.

The Alumni Links Dinner took place
in December and was hosted by the
University of Limerick. This year's event
was aimed at graduates living and
working in the mid-west region. Alumni
from six Irish Universities and DIT were
in attendance.
The annual Christmas Reception for
DIT alumni and Institute staff was held in
Fitzsimons Hotel , Temple Bar, Dublin.
Alumni from home and abroad attended
the event, with some travelling from as
far away as Australia, Japan and the
United States.
The following class reunions took
place: Environmental Economics ('80) , SEE
('80), WAS (,91), H.Dip. Hotel & Catering
Management (,91), H.Dip. Hotel and
Catering Management ('96).

European and International
Affairs 2000/2001
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In line with its mission, the Institute
participated in 2000/01 in a wide range of
EU/part EU funded Education, Training
and Research activities.
In the area of Education and Training
the principal beneficiaries were students
and staff who received funding from the
ERASMUS programme to study in other
institutions in the ED.
In the area of Research and Training,
financial support was received for the
following:

•

•

European Social Fund
(Projects finished mid-2000)
•
•

Pathways through Education Project EU Youthstart Programme
Training and Development Centre in
Early Childhood Care and Education EU NOW Programme
FASTGROWTH Programme EU SME Programme

•
•

National Development Plan/
Research Grants
•

•

•

OMNA Childcare Project (Equal
Opportunities Childcare Programme
2000-2006 Department of Justice
Equality and Law Reform)
Centre for Early Childhood
Development and Education
(Department of Education)
National Institute for Transport and
Logistics (Enterprise Ireland)
Facility for Optical Characterisation
and Spectroscopy (Programme for
Research in Third Level Institution
Cycle 1)
Health Informatics (Advanced decision
support in medicine: integrating multimedia patient records with computer
simulation and protocol based systems) (Programme for Research in
Third Level Institutions - Cycle II)

•

Model Systems for Sediment Toxicity
(Programme for Research in Third
Level Institutions - Cycle II)
In vitro enabling technologies for use
in aquatic toxicology (Programme for
Research in Third Level Institutions Cycle II)
Communication Networks Research
Institute (Measurement based
Resource Management in
Communication Networks, Operating
Systems and Parallel Processors
(Science Foundation Ireland)
Postgraduate R + D Skills Programme
(Technological Sector Research Strand 1)
Technological Sector Research
(Strand II) - Hothouse Programme
Technological Sector Research
(Strand III) projects
Liquid Crystal Based Switching for
Optical Networks
Application of Molecular
Biotech nology to the Investigation
of and Diagnosis of Specific Chronic
diseases
Digital Tools for Music Education
Surface Engineering and
Measurement
Programmes in Advanced
Technology Research Programme
(Enterprise Ireland)
Cultural Heritage Interfaces
Digital Tools for Computer Assisted
Language Learning
Wireless Internet Telephony
Management
Integrated Low Energy
Cooling Ventilation

Framework Programmes for
Research and Development
•
•
•
•

RADIN STAB - Genomic Instability
project (Radiation Science Centre)
PATHBASE (Concerted Action)
(Radiation Science Centre)
LEDA - Learning Environments for the
Digital Academy (Digital Media Centre)
CIPHER (Digital Media Centre)

Other Projects/Education
Leonardo Da Vinci

Funding provided for the exchange of
students as follows:
Electrical Apprentices
Social Care students
Minerva (SOCRATES Programme)

CELL TALK (Distance Learning Project) Biological Sciences

Staffing and Related Issues
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In September 2000, the total number of
wholetime staff was 1,682, comprising
984 academic staff; 285 administrative and
library staff; 413 technical, maintenance
and other support staff.
Of major significance was the
implementation of the concept of a
Faculty Structure for the Institute
following consultation negotiations and
agreement with staff and their representatives. The 16 new senior academic
management posts sought in order to put
the proposed faculty, school and
departmental structure in place, were
approved by the Department of Education
& Science and appointments were made.
Arising from the PCW Pay Agreement, 86
staff members were promoted to the new
Senior Lecturer I (Teaching) grade.
Appointments to the following key new
posts were also made following approval
from the Department: Freedom of
Information Officer, Employee Assistance
Officer, Health & Safety Officer, Disability
Liaison Officer, Access Officer and IT
Support Managers and IT Support
Technicians.
The Institute recognises that to enable
it to achieve its objectives, it requires
highly motivated and skilled staff, who are
committed to high standards of service,
and who, reciprocally, have progressive
working conditions, opportunities for
personal development and equitable
rewards. As the most important resource
in the Institute, staff are facilitated in the
continuing development of their skills and
knowledge so that they may realise their
full potential in relation to the evolving
needs of the Institute and their own career
development. Through the Institute's Staff
Development Policy, staff are encouraged
to pursue a development path in relation
to their responsibilities and careers. To this
end, the Institute provided access for
all its staff to staff development
opportunities, and provided an annual
budget for staff training and development
of over one percent of total Institute budget.

Staff Training &
Development Centre
Staff Development Committee

The Staff Development Committee under
the Chairmanship of Mr. Robert J. Lawlor,
Director/Secretary, met 4 times during the
academic year.
Items addressed by the Committee during
the year were as follows:
• Adoption of the Programme of Courses
and Workshops 2000/2001. The programme was published in book form
and circulated to all members of staff
• Workshop for Staff Development
Committee and Staff Development
Groups held on 16th February 2001.
The workshop was facilitated by
Ms. Ann Kemplay, Head of Staff
Development at the University of
Ulster, and addressed the
following issues:
(a) Infrastructure and Support for
Staff Development in DIT and
(b) Identification of Training and
Developmental Needs of staff in DIT
Following the Workshop and subsequent
Report, produced by the Staff Training and
Development Officer, an Action Plan for
Staff Development in DIT was devised
• Extension of the Fee Support Scheme
to members of staff on long term
contracts
• Am endment to the Fee Support
Scheme, whereby the maximum number
of years for which support will be
granted will be in line with the study
leave allowances for lecturing staff.

Staff Training &
Development Centre
Ms. Marie Crinion joined the Staff
Development team in January 2001 ,
replacing Ms. Elaine Dodrill who left in
October 2000.

Training & Development Activities
The total amount spent by DIT in support
of its commitment to the continuing training and development of staff was £701,000
(€890,086). This figure represents the
above the line costs. This included short
in-service training courses, seminars and
workshops, attendance at conferences,
fee support for staff pursuing advanced
qualifications and participation in Masters
and Primary Degree programmes under
the Training of Trainers Programme.

Short Courses organised by
the Staff Training &

Development Centre
A total of 1,070 staff members participated
in 100 short courses organised by the Staff
Training & Development Centre.
The courses provided included Health
& Safety, Information Technology (both
standard desktop packages and DIT
customised packages), developmental
programmes for all categories of staff and
specific skills training courses. Training for
all levels of staff and those with special
responsibilities under the Institute's Policy
on Harassment was also provided.
The Centre worked closely with staff,
management and course providers in the
development of the course material.
Administrative support was also
provided for 23 Learning and Teaching
Workshops, which were attended by 350
members of staff.

Statement on Equality
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Staff Induction Programme
The annual Staff Induction Seminar for
newly appointed staff was held on
19th October 2000, in the Gleeson Hall,
DIT Kevin Street. A new forma t was introduced which included an Open Forum,
which provided an opportunity for new
staff to view exhibits and meet staff from
Central Services. A total of 84 academic,
administrative and library staff attended.
The first Staff Information Manual on DIT
policies and procedures, compiled by the
Staff Development Office, was distributed
at the Seminar.
A follow-up seminar for academic staff
was held on 12th February 2001, with a
total of 30 staff in attendance. A new
format was also introduced where topics
were discussed in smaller groups in
parallel sessions.

Fee Waivers for staff pursuing
DIT evening courses

Training of Trainers Programme
(a) Advanced Qualifications Strand
A total of 109 staff members were refunded
tuition fees under the Fee Support Scheme
at a total cost of £175,147 (€222 ,390).

(b) Short Course Strand
Details of Short Courses run under the
Training of Trainers Programme for the
session are as follows:
September to December 2000
17 Courses Cost: £17,460 (€22,169)
January to August 2001
30 Courses Cost:
£43,027 (€54,633)
Total
£60,487 (€76,802)
(c) Masters Degree Strand
A total of 34 staff members participated in
various modules of the Masters Degree
course run under the Training of Trainers
Programme.

A total of 65 staff members were granted
fee waivers to DIT evening courses
through the formal fee waiver process at a
cost of IR£31,329 (€39,780).

(d) Primary Degree Strand
A total of 7 staff members participated in
the B.Sc. in Technology course run under
the Training of Trainers Programme.

Examination Fee Refunds

Technology Degree Programme

Eleven members of staff were granted
refunds of examination fees at a total cost
of £1583 (€2010).

Thirty-eight members of staff participated
in year 3 of the programm e as follows :
B.Se. In Technology
& Education
20 staff members
B.Sc. in Technology
18 staff members
The approximate cost of running the
programme for the academic year was
£100,000

It is the policy of the Institute to promote
genuine equality of opportunity. The
objective of the Institute's document
entitled "Policy on Equality of Opportunity
in Employment" is to create an awareness
of the need for equality of opportunity in
employment in the Institute and to foster
a climate in which equality of opportunity
is developed and promoted in accordance
with the spirit as well as the letter of
the legislation.
The Institute is committed to ensuring
that its employment policies and personnel
policies and practices comply with the
provisions of the law, do not discriminate
on the grounds of sex or marital status
and do not indirectly impede equality of
opportunity; to creating an environment
that is free of harassment or bullying and
in which staff and students respect one
another's h uman integrity. No student or
staff member will be discriminated against
or treated unfairly because of their gender,
marital status, family status, sexual
orientation, religious belief, age, disability,
race or membership of the traveller
community. The Institute recognises that
harassment can seriously damage
working and social conditions for staff and
students, and will not tolerate harassment
during the course of work, study or any
other activity.

Governance
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During this academic session a total of
eleven meetings of Governing Body were
held. The business conducted at these
meetings included the approval of staff
appointments, superannuation payments,
approval of monthly financial expenditure,
consideration of Academic Council and
other reports, approval of the Operational
Programme and Budget for the year
2001/02.

Student Membership
The Minister for Education and Science
appointed Mr. Vincent Dooley and
Ms. Cathy Power as student members of
the Governing Body for the period up to
30th June, 2001.

General
Governing Body visited the following
faculties who hosted the regular monthly
meeting as follows.
February 2001
Faculty of Science
May 2001
Faculty of Business
It was noted that for the past three years,
the DIT had received the largest number
of individual applications and first
preferences for degree courses but concern
was expressed at the reduced number of
applicants in Engineering and Science.
Following the appointment of the new
Governing Body, elections of staff and
student representatives to the Faculty
Boards were held. A new Academic
Council was appointed for a period of
two years and held its first meeting on
25th April 2001.

Premises

Human Resources

Grangegorman:

A Human Resources Officer was appointed.
Agreement was reached with the
Teachers Union of Ireland regarding the
introduction of a Faculty Structure within
the Institute with an implementation date
of January 2001.
A report from the Advisory
Development and Research Service of the
Labour Relations Commission on
Industrial Relations in the Institute was
welcomed and its recommendations
accepted.
The Policy on Preventing and
Dealing with Bullying and Harassment
was revised.
A "Policy on Conflict of Interest Interview Boards" was adopted and
integrated into the Practices and
Procedures for Appointment of Staff in
the Institute.
A Pilot Scheme on Sabbatical Leave for
Academic Staff was introduced.
The regulations governing the use of
Computer Resources by staff and students
were updated.

Governing body welcomed the advice of
the Department of Education and Science
that an ad hoc Working Group had been
formed by the Department of the
Taoiseach, 'to examine how the Eastern
Regional Health Authority site at
Grangegorman, Dublin 7.,can be best
developed to achieve Government policy
priorities in meeting education and social
service needs and in tackling construction
industry capacity constraints'.
The Department of Education and
Science approved the purchase of the
premises at 19 Lr. Kevin St., and
133A Slaney Road, Dublin.
The Department also approved a
building programme of Phase 2 of Aungier
Street at a cost of £21.125m. The extension
will provide an extra 12,742 sq. metres.
Consequential changes at DIT Cathal
Brugha Street were also approved.
Progress was made in the transfer of
land from the CDVEC to the Institute

Strategic Plan
The Governing Body held a two day
meeting in March 2001 to consider
proposals for a "Strategic Plan for the
Institute - A Vision for Development
2001-2015". The plan was formally adopted
at the April meeting of Governing Body.

Honorary Degrees
An Honorary Degree of Doctor of
Philosophy was conferred on the following
at a Ceremony held at Dublin Castle on
the 7th July, 2001:
Mr Patrick Donegan

Finance
A Budget Committee was formed of a
representative group of members of
Governing Body to review the Operational
Programme and Budget for 2001.
The Operational Programme and
Budget for 2001/02 was approved.
The Financial Accounts for 1999
were approved.

Former Chairman, City of Dublin
Vocational Education Committee.
Mr John Donnelly

DeLoitte & Touche
Dr Mary Robinson

u.N. High Commissioner
for Human Rights.

Physical Development
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Campus Developments

Safety & Facilities Management

The contractor, Duggan Brothers Ltd.,
commenced on site in October and work is
progressing to schedule. This building
is expected to be ready for the coming
academic year, adding 12,700m' to the
Aungier Street campus.
Planning permission has been granted
and tender documentation issued for the
construction of the Science Research
building in Camden Row.
Tender documentation has been sent
to the Third Level Building Unit for
approval of a major refurbishment of the
lower ground floor of DIT Cathal Brugha
Street, providing catering, recreation and
other facilities for students.
The Design Team and the working
group are preparing a detailed
accommodation brief for Slaney Road. The
Third Level Building Unit has approved the
preliminary stages up to
the application for planning permission.
Dublin City Council has granted
permission for change of use from
commercial/office to educational use for
68/72 Capel Street.
Planning application has been lodged
for 35 New Bride Street for change of use
from retail/commercial to educational.

In DIT Linenhall major Health & Safety
Works have been completed including:
• A new gas manifold has been installed
for the welding gases.
• A state of the art duct extract system
has been installed which will convert
the dust to timber briquettes.
• Works have been completed to the fume
extract from the welding workshops.
• The heating upgrade is complete
• and the fire alarm has been upgraded
to include an intercom system.
Access ramps for people with disability
have been added in DIT Kevin Street,
while the lifts in Bolton Street are being
upgraded and being fitted with an
intercom facility.

Student Support Services
Counselling
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Student Counselling Service
The academic year of 2000/2001 was
extremely busy for the Student
Counselling Service. In addition to
individual counselling work, programmes
were also developed to reach the wider
student population, including postgraduate, mature and access students, and
those with learning difficulties; support
was provided to the Disability Office;
and Counselling staff were involved in a
number of special projects.

There is evidence to suggest that a
significant percentage of students have
developed maladaptive ways of coping. An
increase in alcohol consumption is a cause
for concern, with students presenting with
the consequences of this behaviour such
as unplanned pregnancies, incidences
where they have been victims or were
involved in violent assaults or acts of
aggression, (especially among young
males), poor attendence, and academic
problems.

Summary of Findings
Overview
The Counselling Service is staffed by the
Head of Service (Acting), six temporary
whole-time counsellors, and two counsellors
sharing one full-time position.
The service has a counselling office in
each of the seven main sites, although
there are ongoing difficulties in relation to
the standard of accommodation which is
less than one third of that recommended
for the safe, effective delivery of a
confidential counselling service. The lack
of adequate and separate space where
students can make and await
appointments may militate against
students availing of the service and may
result in the service being under utilised.
The Counselling staff observed increases
in the number of students presenting with
severe difficulties or in crisis, and in the
number of students on medication for
depression and other types of mental
health disorders. Many of these required
ongoing psychological and medical
support. The service has been very
successful in implementing timely
therapeutic interventions for students
at risk, many of whom presented with
suicidal ideation/tendencies.
The numbers of students reporting
childhood sexual abuse has continued to
grow, with more students considering legal
action. The counsellor is often the first
person in whom the student confides
about childhood sexual abuse.

•

•

•

A total of 303 students attended for
counselling, totalling more than
1600 sessions.
Nearly 86% of those who attended
the service were wholetime students
and 36% were wholetime first year
students.
November and January emerged as
the busiest months of the years, in
terms of the greatest numbers of
new clients presenting.
A majority of students attending
counselling (over 66%) had referred
themselves to the Service.
The most frequently presented
issues were academic, personal
and relationship issues. More male
students presented with academic
related issues while female students
tended to present with more
personal issues

Outreach programmes
The Service offered a wide range of
psychological and educational programmes and other supportive interventions for the general student population
and for particular vulnerable subsets such
as mature students, access students and
postgraduate students, with particular
focus on strategies to enhance first year
experience and retention, including:
• A ten-week evening course for
mature students in learning skills and
personal development.
• A module on student development and
empowerment which is included in the
core curriculum for certificate students
in Electrical Sciences.
• A special induction course for
evening students
• Short introductory study skills and
other modules such as time
management/stress management/
effective study skills, etc;
• Relaxation course
• A training weekend designed by
counselling staff to help prepare
participants to become effective peer
mentors to first year students. This
programme includes follow-up
sessions and regular reviews of the
scheme through the peer monitoring
committee.
• Counselling staff participated in
the induction process, from making
presentations during induction week
to being actively involved in the
design, planning and evaluation of
induction programmes.
• Special workshops for postgraduate
students included topics such as time
management, motivation, learning
and concentration skills, conflict
resolution, etc.
• A series of examination preparation
and examination techniques
workshops held in March and April.

Student Support Services
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Other activities
To assist in psychological and learning
assessment, the service purchased a
number of instruments designed to
produce personality and learning profiles
and counselling staff were involved in
the development of a computerised
assessment of specific learning difficulties.
Effectiveness of the service continues
to be measured as part of a Quality Audit.
Students' perceptions and opinions of the
service including waiting time, location of
service and effectiveness of therapeutic
interventions were evaluated through a
questionnaire survey.
A comprehensive document was
produced providing guidelines on
confidentiality, coping with students at
risk, reporting childhood sexual abuse,
etc., while the service continued to design
and distribute a range of self-help leaflets
on such areas as stress management,
managing panic attacks and study skills.

Links with other support
services staff
The service has developed dynamic links
with faculty, administrative, and other
support service staff. The service has
played an important role in supporting
and training staff in responding to
students in difficulty, and continues to
work collaboratively with staff in fostering
a learning and personal environment of
the highest quality. Counselling staff also
participate in a number of DIT task forces
focussed on issues of student development.

Links with external agencies and
other third level institutions
The service continued to establish strong
links with external specialists and
professional agencies, such as the
psychiatric services, social services,
Department of Health, etc. and with
counsellors in other third level
institutions. Counselling staff have been
actively involved with the Irish Association
of University/College Counsellors and the
Head of the Service is a member of the
executive of the Confederation of Student
Services in Ireland. In particular the
service has established links with third
level institutions nationally and
internationally who are involved in the
development of first year experience
and orientation programmes.

Training and Development
The counselling staff continued to
maintain ongoing professional
development through training workshops
and through participation in psychological
conferences, and have developed unique
expertise in therapeutic assessment. Staff
undertook professional training in the use
of the Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory
which is the most widely used and
researched psychological instrument
worldwide and is extremely effective
in making accurate and effective
assessments of at risk students. Training
was also undertaken in stress de-briefing,
intelligence testing, coping with selfmutilating clients and adult children of
alcoholics. Counselling staff were also
trained in the use of a computerised
record-keeping system and other
software packages.
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DIT Careers Service

Career Development

Industrial Links

As part of DIT 's response to the needs of
its major stakeholders, the Careers Service
engaged in a comprehensive review of its
role in providing a quality career guidance
programme in a modem technological
institution. A strategic operational plan
was developed that takes account of the
DIT mission statement, the challenges
facing students and graduates, and the
priorities of industry and government.
The move towards a knowledge-based
economy provides a multiplicity of
opportunities for learning and employment.
To profit from these our students and
graduates need to be guided by sound
career decisions and to develop the skills
required for transition to a globalised,
multicultural world of work.
The EU Commission, in its call for
submissions on the facilitation and
promotion of lifelong learning, highlighted
the essential role to be played by career
guidance. Feedback from industry
confirms that graduates, in addition to
possessing technical competence, are
required to hav: reached a level of career
maturity that allows them to be flexible,
adaptable and committed. Such graduates
are capable of devising their own career
goals and managing their career
development in a way that brings them
personal satisfaction and contributes to
the general wellbeing of society.
In line with international best practice
the Careers Service provides learning
opportunities for students and graduates
to identify and evaluate their career goals
and to develop the transition skills
necessary for entry to the world of work.

A detailed Career Development module
with supporting resource materials was
designed. It was delivered to MBA and
postgraduate research students and
adapted for Applied Arts students, using a
Problem Based Learning approach. It is
planned to make the module widely
available in coming years and to date a
number of Departments have expressed
their intention to have it integrated into
their courses.
The module is enhanced by quality
information supplied on the Careers
Service web pages , the central careers
information room, site libraries and the
DIT Virtual Careers Library which is
distributed to students on CD ROM.
Prospects Planner, an interactive
computer-aided guidance system
containing self-assessment tools and
information compiled by members of
professional careers associations, is
networked throughout the Institute.
Where students need specific
assistance with career decisions they can
avail of individual consultations. A total of
805 such consultations were provided for
the period 2000-2001.

To provide efficient and effective access for
employers to graduates, and to increase
student and graduate opportunities for
employment, the Careers Service reviewed
its practice of hosting careers fairs. To
maximise the benefits of the event, DIT
decided to pilot the first Virtual Careers
Fair in Higher Education in Ireland.
Harnessing technology in this way will
allow employers to access CVs throughout
the graduate recruitment period from
October to April each year. Students will
not be restricted to one day for gathering
information on opportunities and
graduates at home and overseas will have
access to the fair. The initial stage of the
project will be launched for the Faculties
of Engineering, Science and Built
Environment on the 31st October 2001.
The Virtual Careers Fair will be made
available to all Faculties over a five-year
period. Meanwhile traditional careers fairs
were organised for the Faculty of Tourism
and Food and the Faculty of Business.
A further development in improving
links with industry was the completion of
a common employer database. The
contact details and recruitment needs
of 1100 graduate employers are now
available to all staff in the Careers
Service on one database, thus enhancing
communication with industry.
The online job vacancy newsletter,
Graduate JobScene, is published on a
weekly basis on the DIT website and in
2000-2001 notified graduates of 1500
current vacancies. Final year students
were given hard copy details of 250
companies with graduate positions.
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Professional Links

Institutional Role

Through membership of AGCSI, AGCAS
and FEDORA the Careers Service keeps up
to date with research, best practice and
policy development in the career guidance
field. Through membership of subcommittees, the Careers Service also
collaborates with colleagues from the Irish
universities to provide training for AGCSI
members, produce career development
resources and contribute to publications.
The 1998-2000 term of office of the Chair
of AGCS] was held by the DIT Careers
Officer. During this term AGCSI developed
a five-year strategic plan, became a
registered charity, launched a website
(www.gradireland.com) and entered into a
commercial partnership with GTI,
publishers of careers resource materials.
The Careers Services of TCD, UL, UU
and DIT made a successful bid for funding
for the design of an interactive website
dedicated to the career development
needs of graduates. The funding came
from CSU, a publishing body that supports
career guidance in Higher Education in the
UK and Ireland. The website will go live in
January 2003 and will be available to
graduates of the partner institutions.
A postgraduate studies fair was
co-hosted with colleagues from the
Dublin universities.
The Employer Liaison Officer accepted
an invitation to make a presentation in
Poland in 2002 on the DIT Virtual Careers
Fair at the World Conference of the
International Association of Educational
and Vocational Guidance (IAEVG) .

The Careers Service participated in the
preparation for assessment of the School
of Hospitality Management and Tourism
by the World Tourism Organisation. The
School is now the only accredited member
in Higher Education in Ireland.
The DIT Retention Project, which is
managed by the Careers Service, this year
published three reports, "Draft recommendations towards improving student retention in
the Dublin Institute of Technology," "Factors
affecting student retention in the Dublin
Institute of Technology" and "Student Retention
in the 1994 cohort."
The Careers Service has membership of
the Task Force for the Scenario Foresight
Project, the Central Staff Development
Group and the DIT Management Forum. It
also collaborated with the Learning and
Teaching Unit to provide introductory
modules in Problem-Based Learning for
academic staff.
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Student Performance and
Achievement

First Destinations of DIT
Certificants - 2000

First Destinations of DIT
Diplomates - 2000

Over 1,329 DIT students graduated with
Degrees, having completed their courses in
the 2000/1 academic year. The proportion
of graduates with first class honours varies
between faculties, as is normally the case
(see pie charts below).
A total of 815 students graduated with
Certificates and 1,022 with Diplomas from
the Institute in 2000/1. Similarly, the distribution of grades also varies across faculties for Certificate and Diploma courses
(see pie charts below).
Over 453 students graduated with postgraduate awards in 2000/1.

The majority of respondents, at 82.35%,
were in further study and 14.88% were in
employment 0.17% were in professional
or vocational training and an equal
amount in work experience or training
schemes. A total of 1.38% were seeking
employment and 0.51% were unavailable
for employment or study.

A total of 46.05% of respondents were in
employment and the same amount were
in further study. Professional or vocational
training accounted for 2.37% and 0.20%
were on work experience or training
schemes. 2.17% of respondents reported
that they were seeking employment and
3.16% that they were unavailable for
employment or study.

First Destinations of Award
Recipients
The survey of the First Destinations of
Award Recipients was conducted on behalf
of the HEA and DIT. The results form part
of the HEA annual publication of the pattern of first destinations of all graduates,
diplomates and certificants. Reports on
DIT award recipients are made available
on the staff intranet

•
•
•
•
•

employed
work experience scheme
further study
professional/voc. training
seeking employment
not available for
employment/study

•
•
•
•

employed
work experience scheme
further study
professional/voc. training
seeking employment
• not available for
employment/study
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First Destinations of DIT Degree
Recipients - 2000
Of these respondents, 82.10% were in
employment and 9.64% were in further
study. 0.75% were in teacher training and
a further 0.13% in work experience or
training schemes. Those seeking
employment came to 3.88% and
3.50% were not available for employment
or study.

•

employed
work experience scheme
• further study
teacher training
seeking employment
• not available for
employment/study

First Destinations of DIT
Postgraduate Diploma Recipients 2000
There were 78.79% of respondents in
employment, 9.09% in further study and
3.03% in professional or vocational
training. A total of 3.03% went into teacher
training. None of the respondents were
seeking employment and 6.06% were
unavailable for employment or study.

•

employed

•
•

further study
professional/voe. training
teacher training
not available for
employment/study

•

First Destinations of DIT Masters
Recipients - 2000
A total of 79.52% of respondents were in
employment and 1.20% continued to
further study, with another 1.20% in
teacher training. 10.84% were seeking
employment and 7.24% reported as
unavailable for employment or study.

•
•

•

employed
further study
teacher training
seeking employment
not available for
employment/study
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1 September 2000 31 August 2001

08 September 2000

19 Janu ary 2001

11 June 2001

DIT Conservatory of Music and Drama
hosts mobile open day of music, drama
and information for students, teachers and
parents in Dundalk.

The Dublin Institute of Technology presents its Inner-city Achievement Awards to
20 schools who took part in DIT's Dublin
Inner-city Schools Computerisation Project

23 February 2001

13 June 2001

DIT's Faculty of Tourism & Food in conjunction with Dublin Tourism launch the
first ever-formal report on the attitudes of
tourists visiting Dublin.

Philip Carty, a lecturer in the DIT
Conservatory of Music and Drama presents Lumen Christi, a piece commissioned
by the National Millennium Commission,
in the National Concert Hall

Launch of DIT's Millennium Library System.
28 September 2000

DIT signs official agreement with the Irish
Auctioneers & Valuers Institute resulting
in the BSc in Property Studies.
14 October 2000

27 March 2001

DIT awards its first ever PhD. The doctorate was conferred on Patrice Behan, who
received the award based on her research
into the Chemical Analysis of Veterinary
Drug Residues in Farmed Salmon.

To mark its 50th jubilee year, Mulcahy
McDonagh & Partners Ltd, one of Ireland's
leading chartered quantity surveyors,
inaugurate 'The Mulcahy McDonagh
Premier DIT Student Award'.

24 October 2000

10 May 2001

DIT hosts the launch of a book on Aquatic
Invertebrate Cell Culture, co-authored by
the internationally renowned scientist and
DIT researcher, Dr Carmel Mothersill.

The Dublin Institute of Technology presents its Annual Showcase of Learning and
Teaching Innovations to over 150 delegates
representing all DIT faculties.

26 October 2000

23 May 2001

DIT lecturer Colin O'Connor publishes new
book, "Hospitality Management: A Strategic
Approach".

The Dublin Institute of Technology launches a new training video 'Read it Again Sharing Books with Young Children'.

9 November 2000

IBM donates high-tech equipment to DIT.
22 November 2000

Official signing of partnership agreement
between DIT's Faculty of Applied Arts and
the National Film and Television School, UK.
11 December 2000

Official signing of the contract for Phase II
of DIT Aungier Street by Minister for
Education, Dr. Michael Woods T.D.
14 December 2000

The signing of a memorandum of understanding between DIT and the Historic
Heart of Dublin in City Hall.

01 June 2001

Three DIT proposals are successful in the
call for proposals under the Department of
Education & Science funded programme,
Technological Sector Research (Strand III)
1. Application of Molecular Biotechnology
to the investigation and diagnosis of
specific chronic diseases
2. Surface engineering and measurement
(development of non-contact interferometric methods of surface measurement for materials engineering applications
3. Digital Tools for Music Education
06-12 June 2001

Art, Design, and Photography Graduates of
the Dublin Institute of Technology exhibit
their work in and around the Temple Bar
area in the form of an art trail.

27 June 2001

DIT launches the "Wind Band Project", a
new initiative in St. Joseph's School,
Ballymun, which aims to give students the
opportunity to avail of first class music
tuition .
28 June 2001

The Dublin Institute of Technology hosts
first ever Think Tank on Strategic Planning
in the tourism industry involving key figures from the Irish and International
tourist sector.
29 June 2001

The Dublin Institute of Technology plays
host to 250 international scientists attending the World Council of Nuclear Workers
2nd Annual Conference.
June 2001

DIT's Faculty of Tourism and Food provides
support to those small and medium sized
tourism and food enterprises in the Cooley
Peninsula region of Dundalk who were
badly affected by the Foot and Mouth Crisis.
07 July 2001

Mary Robinson, the UN Commissioner for
Human Rights and former President of
Ireland, is among those awarded an honorary degree from the Dublin Institute of
Technology at a ceremony held in Dublin
Castle. Honorary Doctorates of Philosophy
were also conferred on Mr Patrick
Donegan, former head of City of Dublin
VEC and Mr John Donnelly, one of the
founding members of Deloitte & Touche.
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Fourth Governing Body

The Minister for Education and Science appointed
the Fourth Governing Body in April 2000.

Professor Patrick Fottrell

Dr. Brendan Goldsmith

Mr. Robert). Lawlor

Chairman

President

Secretary/ Director

Alderman Maurice Ahem

ClIr. Christopher Andrews

Mr. Paddy Bourke

ClIr. Mary Freehill

Ms. Ita Green

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
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Mr. Michael Q'Halloran

Mr. Paddy Healy

Mr. Seamus Greene

Ms Alice Prendergast

Mr. Peter D. Coyle

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Ms. Mary Cryan

Mr. Damien McDonald

Mr. Vincent Doherty

Ms. Jackie Kelly

Professor Christine Meek

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Student members appointed annually
Mr. Joseph Walsh
Member (from July 2001)
Ms Marguerite Fitzpatrick
Mem ber (from July 2001)
Appointed to replace Mr. Dooley and Ms. Power
Mr. Denis ). Ryan

Mr. Vincent Dooley

Ms. Cathy Power

Member

Member (to Ju ne 2001)

Member (to June 2001)
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DIT Sponsors of Prizes/Awards - 2000/ 2001
Ace Tools Ltd.
AE Consulting
Aer Rianta
AGB Scientific
Agtel Communications
Akzo Nobel Ltd.
Allergan Ocular Pharmacology
Allied Irish Banks
Altro Brooks
Arcadia pic.
Association of Electrical Contractors of Ireland
Association of Physics Technicians

GEA Automation Ireland
George Nolan Equipment Ltd.
Goethe Institute
Great Southern Hotels
Guinness Group

Bakels
Bank of Ireland
Bayer
Beeline
BETA
BOC Gases Ltd.
Bolands
Bord Failte
Bord Gais
Bord na Radharcmhastoiri
Botanic Building Supplies Ltd.
Bull Cara
Burke, B M

lEE Manufacturing Division
Institute of Biomedical Science
Institute of Electronics & Electrical Incorporated
Engineers
Institute of Incorporated Engineers (Irish Centre)
Institute of Irish Bakers
Institute of Leisure and Amenity
Institute of Road Transport Engineers
Institute of the Motor Industry
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Instrument Technology Ltd.
[ntel
Internet Systems Development
Irish Association of Care Workers
Irish Business and Employers Confederation
Irish Guild of Sommeliers
Irish Hotel and Catering Institute
Irish Hotels Federation
Irish Institute of Credit Management
Irish Institution for Surveyors
Irish Joinery Manufacturers
Irish Music Rights Organisation (IMRO)

Campbell Catering Ltd.
Cardiac Services Ltd.
Carew Associates, Consulting Engineers
Casey McGrath & Associates
Catalyst Marketing
Catering Equipment Association
Catering Management Association
Caulfield, Brian
Chartered Institute---'O f Transport
CIBSE
Citroen Ireland Ltd
Coleman, Dr Tony
Conrad International
Construction & Gen Guarantee Insurance Co Ltd.
Crampton
Datalex
David Allen Advertising
David Me Caughey
Deloitte & Touche
Dohler/J E O'Brien
Duchas
Eastern Regional Health Authority
Educational Building Society
Eircom
Electrical Contractors Association, CLF.
Engineering & Scientific Association of Ireland
Enterprise Ireland
Environmental Health Officers Association
Ericssons
ESAT Telecom
ESB
EUROTEK
Evtectic Ireland Ltd.
Fagan, Monica
Fitzwilliam Hotel Group
Flo-Gas
Flood, Patrick
Foras na Gaeilge
Forbo (Ireland) Ltd.
French Embassy

Hackett J 0 & Co Ltd.
Hayes Montrose
Hegarty, PJ
Henry Ford & Son
Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association
International (Irish Chapter)
Howarth Bastow Charlton

J.K. Engineering
JED Metrology Ltd.
Jemma Publications
John Sisk & Son Ltd.
John Mangan Ltd.
John Paul
Johnson & Johnson Acuvue
Joseph Mackey
Jury's Hotel Group
Kindle Banking Systems
Knorr Bestfoods Ltd.
Kraft Foods
Laboratory Instruments & Supplies Ltd.
Lawless, TM
Lennox Laboratories Ltd.
Licensed Vintners Association
Loctite
LSL Photo Labs
Lyons, Henry J
Marketing Opinion
Master Builders' and Contractors' Association (ClF)
McEvoy & Associates
McNamara, Michael
Medical Supply Co
Meenan, Noel
Mentron International Ltd.
Millennium Machinery Ltd.
Mitsubishi

National Association of Master Painters &
Decorators
National College of Exercise and Health Studies
National Teachers Union of Ireland
National Union of S.M. Workers
Neltronic
O'Donoghue, Joe
O'Regan, Josephine
O'Reilly, Dr JJ
Oerlikon Welding Ireland Ltd.
Opel Ireland Ltd.
Origina te Ltd.
Ormonde Brick Ltd.
P.R. Institute of [reland
Peugeot [reland Ltd.
Professional placement Group
Professional Video Ltd.
Radionics
Regency Group
Richard Morrison Trust
Roadstone
Rover [reland Ltd.
Royal Society of Chemistry ([rish Branch)
Ryan, Rory
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd.
Sandvik Ltd.
School of Food Science and Environmental Health
Short, Dr Tom
Siemens
Sinnott Hotel Group
S[PTU
Siucra
Society of Chartered Surveyors
Society of the Irish Motor Industry
Spanish Embassy
Sunday world
Telemecanique Automation
Tooling & Engineering Distributors (T.E.D.) Ltd.
Toyota [reland
Tribune PLC
Thchenhagen
1Yptec [reland
Varming Mulcahy Reilly Associates
Vintners Federation of [reland
Volkswagen Ltd.
Wavin Ireland
Welding & Joinery Society
Woods, George
XL Tools Ltd.
Yodaiken, Samuel
York [reland Ltd.

Dublin Institute of Technology
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Dublin 2, Ireland
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